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Preface

It is common in Christian circles to refer to the corpus of biblical books
from Joshua through Esther as the Historical Books. This large unit be-
gins with Israel’s entry into Canaan under the leadership of Joshua,
and concludes centuries later with exiled Israel putting down roots in
Persia.

There is no shortage of books dealing with this period of biblical Is-
rael. For example, the standard bearer in this field has for some time
been John Bright’s immensely popular History of Israel. It appeared
first in 1959, then in a second edition in 1972, in a third edition in 1981,
and most recently in a fourth edition in 2000.

Suffice it to say, numerous histories of Israel have been written be-
fore, concurrent with, and since Bright’s that take a much more skep-
tical approach to the historical claims of this unit of Scripture. Some
of the more recent and radical histories fail to discern any real, verifi-
able history here at all! Such interpretations distinguish between bibli-
cal Israel and historical Israel.

At the other end of the spectrum are those biblical scholars for
whom Bright’s conservative History of Israel is not conservative
enough. For them, even the historically conservative John Bright
makes too many concessions. Hence, they have produced their own
histories, which reflect belief in an inspired and inerrant Bible.

So we can say that of the writing of histories of Israel there is no end.
Surely, there is something here to satisfy everybody’s taste, from that
of the minimalist to that of the maximalist.

I have absolutely no interest in adding another history of Israel to
the already flooded market. What I have tried to produce is something
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14 Preface

that will serve as a supplement and companion volume to Bright’s, or
some other, history of Israel. Those whose exclusive interest is in the
area of historical issues and arguments will find some of those matters
addressed in this volume, but that is not my primary focus.

Instead, using the principles of disciplines such as rhetorical criti-
cism and inductive Bible study, I have tried to get at and uncover the
thrust and message of these books of Scripture. For example, I do not
think one will find in Bright’s, or in any other, history of Israel, an ex-
amination of the structure of Judges, and how the fleshing out of that
structure illuminates the movement within and the theological mes-
sage of Judges.

My primary target audience is the undergraduate college student
who is beginning advanced biblical studies. The seminary student and
pastor will also find, I trust, ideas and insights that will assist them in
their encounter with and exposition of this portion of Scripture.

For those wishing to engage in further research in the scholarly lit-
erature, I have appended a bibliography to each chapter. Here the
reader will find a listing of commentaries and major studies as well as
shorter studies (most often those found in the academic journals of the
discipline of biblical studies). Of necessity, I have limited most of my
entries to those written in the last several decades, and by choice, I have
limited my entries to those written in English.

I must express my appreciation to many people for their assistance
in writing this book. First, I thank the Faculty Development Committee
of Asbury College for recommending me for a sabbatical so that I
might complete several segments of my manuscript. Thanks go also to
Mr. Jim Kinney, director of Baker Academic, and to the competent and
professional editorial team at Baker Book House for their much appre-
ciated help in seeing this project to completion.

I have had the gift of immeasurable stimulation from many fellow
biblical scholars who have produced commentary on these books of
the Bible. My indebtedness to them is reflected in bibliographical no-
tations throughout my own commentary.

Finally, I am honored to thank Shirley, my wife of many years, for
all of her help. Not only did she provide constant encouragement, but
she also typed the entire manuscript. Thus, very literally, the produc-
tion of Handbook on the Historical Books has been a joint project.
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Joshua

The name “Joshua” (Hebrew, yehoshua<) means “Yahweh [yeho] is sal-
vation.” His original name, the one given to him after he was born in
Egypt, was “Hosea” (Hebrew, hoshea< [see Num. 13:8, 16; Deut. 32:44]),
meaning “salvation, deliverance.” Thus, sometime after the exodus
from Egypt, Moses expanded the name Hosea by prefixing to it a form
of the Tetragrammaton, YHWH, and so gave him a distinctly theophoric
name. His new name, then, becomes a constant reminder of who Is-
rael’s real deliverer is.

Moses, mighty, indispensable leader that he is, nevertheless is mor-
tal, will one day die, and therefore must have an appropriate succes-
sor. We know that Moses had two sons, Gershom and Eliezer (Exod.
2:22; 18:3, 4), but they are mentioned infrequently in the Bible, and
neither one seems suited to succeed their father (possibly because
their mother was the Midianite Zipporah). Instead, it appears that
Joshua is the one who will one day complete the work that his prede-
cessor started but was not permitted by God to finish. Accordingly, for
many years Joshua will serve as an underling to Moses, being prepared
for that moment when he will inherit his predecessor’s mantle. It may
be significant, in partially explaining some of the early turbulence of
the post-Joshua Judges period, that Joshua, for one reason or another,
never developed a mentoring relationship with a subordinate, as
Moses had done with him.

Several key events narrate the ways and means through which
Joshua would be prepared for his own ministry later on.

(1) Exod. 17:8–16. As they continue toward Canaan, the Israelites are
suddenly attacked by the Amalekites, an Edomite-related nomadic peo-
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16 Handbook on the Historical Books

ple who view the encroaching Israelites as a threat to their own secu-
rity. Moses’ directive to Joshua is to select an ad hoc group of men (they
have no professional soldiers) who will engage the Amalekites in battle
at the base of the hill, while Moses moves to the top of the hill, divine
rod in hand. This is, in fact, the only incident in which Joshua engages
in a military enterprise prior to entering the Promised Land. But this is
his first exposure to a crisis that involves engagement with others who,
on paper, would appear to have the upper hand.

That Joshua is not identified by parentage would seem to indicate
that he is, as early as this incident, already a prominent person. Nun,
his father, has little claim to fame, but Elishama, his grandfather, filled
a major role in the days of the wilderness wandering (Num. 1:10; 2:18;
1 Chron. 7:26–27).

(2) Exod. 24:13. It is Joshua’s privilege to join Moses, partway at
least, as Moses reascends Mount Sinai to receive the tables of stone
from God. Surely, Joshua does not continue on to the summit with
Moses, but he ascends higher than do the elders and Aaron, perhaps
bringing him as close as possible to an experience of the divine glory
that rests there.

This verse identifies Joshua as Moses’ servant or attendant (mesh-
aret), a term used again for Joshua’s relationship vis-à-vis Moses in
Exod. 33:11; Num. 11:28; Josh. 1:1. Perhaps the closest parallel to this
is the notice in 1 Kings 19:21 that Elisha followed Elijah and “minis-
tered” to him (wayesharetehu, from the verb sharat, as is mesharet),
only later to succeed Elijah (2 Kings 2:15–16), as Joshua does Moses.
The reference in Exod. 17:9 shows that this could be impromptu mili-
tary service, whereas here it implies more of a demonstrably religious
service. Moses taking Joshua with him to a higher point on the holy
mountain may parallel Jesus taking three of his disciples with him into
a deeper recess of the garden where he too would meet God (Matt.
26:37). That a mesharet could have a cultic role is proved by passages
such as Ezra 8:17 (a temple servant), Ezek. 44:11 (sanctuary ministers),
and Joel 1:9, 13 (a priest who ministers at the altar of the sanctuary).

We shall observe that in all these references to Joshua in Exodus,
Numbers, and Deuteronomy, Joshua is never seen apart from Moses,
and never dialogues with anybody but Moses. Even in the beginning of
the book that bears his name he is still identified as Moses’ attendant,
even though the latter is deceased (Josh. 1:1). By contrast, Moses is in-
troduced there as “the servant of Yahweh.” Not until the ending of the
book of Joshua (24:29) does Joshua’s identification label shift from
“servant of Moses” to “servant of Yahweh.”
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Joshua 17

(3) Exod. 32:17. In the golden calf debacle Joshua plays one minor,
inconspicuous role. From somewhere on Sinai’s slopes he hears
sounds rising from the people in the camp below and believes they are
the noise of war. Maybe he had heard similar noises when they were
attacked by the Amalekites (Exod. 17:8–13). But Moses, with a greater
sense of perception, identifies the sounds as singing. It was not a crisis
but a celebration, and the senior of the two turns out to be correct.
From this point on in the incident Joshua becomes a silent observer of
how forcefully Moses confronts the sin of idolatry among God’s people.

(4) Exod. 33:11. Exodus 33:7 speaks of a tent that Moses would pitch
outside the camp. It was the place where God could be sought, and was
intended primarily for Moses. The glory of God was revealed at the en-
trance to this tent (vv. 9–10) rather than in the interior. When Moses
returned again to the camp, Joshua would stay behind and not leave
the tent. The text does not state why he was stationed there or what his
function there was. He receives no revelation, unlike Moses. He is sim-
ply there with Moses, as he was in Exod. 24:13 and 32:17. Possibly,
there is an analogy with young Samuel, whose bed was in the inner
sanctuary where the ark of God was positioned (1 Sam. 3:3). It appears
that this incident in Exodus 33 is a miniature of that in Exodus 19.
Both take place “outside the camp” (Exod. 19:17; 33:7). The people
“present” themselves (natsav) before God (Exod. 19:17; 33:8). God de-
scends in a cloud and speaks from that cloud (Exod. 19:9; 33:9). And
both times, Joshua is there, silently, with Moses (Exod. 24:13; 32:17;
33:11). (See Haran 1960: 57.)

(5) Num. 11:24–29. For a second time (cf. Exod. 32:17), Joshua
makes an honest mistake. Observing the spirit resting upon Eldad and
Medad, who were prophesying even though they had not gone out to
the tent, Joshua urges Moses to forbid them to continue. This brings to
mind the disciples who forbade a certain individual to practice exor-
cisms because of his departure from acceptable ways of doing this kind
of thing (Mark 9:38; Luke 9:49). But in neither case, as both Joshua and
the disciples were to discover, can God be bound to conform to our ex-
pectations or placed in a box of our making.

Joshua is identified in v. 28 as both the attendant of Moses and as
“one of his chosen men.” This latter expression can just as well be read
“an attendant of Moses, from his youth,” depending on how one reads
the letters b-kh-r. Such a reading is made possible by the fact that in
Exod. 33:11 Joshua is not only servant to Moses, but also is called “a
young man” (na<ar). This term might also point to Joshua’s youthful-
ness, unless na<ar is used here in the sense of one who attended upon
his lord in war (MacDonald 1976: 153–54).
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18 Handbook on the Historical Books

(6) Num. 13:8, 16; 14:6–9. Joshua is picked by Moses as one of the
spies sent to reconnoiter Canaan-land. So, he is released from duties at
the tent of meeting. And, along with Caleb, he presents the minority re-
port to Moses: “If God is in this, let’s go for it, the staggering opposition
notwithstanding.” What motivates Joshua and Caleb on this occasion
is not only their faith and their larger view of God, but also their ob-
serving of the humiliation of Moses and Aaron, who, when rebuked by
their people, fall on their faces before the assembly (14:5). Once again,
Moses’ reaction, or lack thereof, casts a shadow on Joshua.

Some commentators have suggested that there are two accounts of
the spying of Canaan conflated in Numbers, a JE one and a P one. So,
in 13:30 it is only Caleb who speaks up, while in 14:6–9 it is Joshua and
Caleb who speak up. Again, in 14:24, Yahweh mentions only Caleb (not
Joshua), who will be allowed to enter the Promised Land, whereas
14:30 extends this privilege to both Caleb and Joshua. In the retelling
of this incident (Deut. 1:19–46), Caleb alone will see the Promised
Land, in opposition to his contemporaries (1:35–36), while Joshua will
see the Promised Land because he served Moses (1:38).

It is possible to argue for the unity of the passage by suggesting that
Joshua did not originally speak up because his close connections with
Moses would have discredited his position as biased. That the issue
raised by the naysayers in 14:2–4 (“Why is God doing this to us?”) is
even more serious than that raised in ch. 13 (“Is the land conquer-
able?”) may explain why on this occasion Joshua chose to join the fray
with Caleb.

It is interesting that when Caleb and Joshua are mentioned together,
Caleb’s name normally comes first (Num. 14:30; 26:65; 32:12; Deut.
1:36–38). “Joshua and Caleb” is found in Num. 14:6, 38. It appears that
Joshua stands not only in the shadow of Moses, but also in the shadow
of Caleb.

(7) Num. 27:18–23. Informed that he will not see the Promised Land
because of his own rebellion (vv. 12–14), Moses asks God to appoint a
successor (vv. 15–17)—and this is a rare time when Moses prays refer-
ring to God in the third person rather than the second person, no doubt
because of the reminder of his sin and its consequences in vv. 12–14.
God instructs Moses to take Joshua, lay his hands upon him, and com-
mission him to be, eventually, Moses’ surrogate. Joshua is not to be a
second Moses or an alter ego for Moses, for only some of Moses’ au-
thority/power/charisma (v. 20) is to be transmitted to Joshua. And un-
like Moses, who received divine guidance directly, Joshua is to stand
before Eleazar the priest as the latter consults the Urim (v. 21).
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Joshua 19

In the beginning of this incident Joshua is described as one “in
whom is the spirit,” or more literally, “in whom there is a spirit” (v. 18).
This is what equips Joshua for his future position of leadership. (After
Moses places his hands on Joshua, Joshua is “full of the spirit of wis-
dom” [Deut. 34:9], but this is after his commissioning. This spirit is
present before his commissioning.) One might suggest that the spirit
Joshua possesses, even before his investiture, is either some divinely
endowed talent/ability (cf. this use of “spirit” for Joseph in Gen. 41:38,
and Bezaleel in Exod. 35:31), or else “spirit” is a synonym for “courage”
(cf. Josh. 2:11; 5:1). Joshua is the person to succeed Moses, because of
a God-given ability, or a God-given courage, or both.

In Numbers, Moses is to do the commissioning (27:18–19), but in
Deuteronomy, Yahweh does the commissioning (31:14, 23). This is not
a case of either/or, but rather, both/and. Joshua must experience both
the impression of the hands of Moses and the inundation of the Spirit
of Yahweh.

The main divisions of Joshua are clear:

1. Preparation for entry into Canaan-land (1:1–5:15)
2. Entry into Canaan-land (6:1–12:24)
3. Allocating Canaan-land (13:1–21:45)
4. Holding on to Canaan-land (22:1–24:33)

1. Preparation for Entry into Canaan-land (1:1–5:15)

A. 1:1–18. The first chapter is comprised of a series of speeches.

1. God speaks to Joshua (introduction [1:1]; speech [1:2–9]).
2. Joshua speaks to his officers (introduction [1:10]; speech

[1:11]).
3. Joshua speaks to the Transjordanian tribes (introduction

[1:12]; speech [1:13–15]).
4. These tribes respond to Joshua (introduction [1:16a]; speech

[1:16b–18]).

The first three of these speeches highlight the fact that the land is
something Yahweh is “giving” or “has given” to Israel (vv. 2, 3, 11, 13,
15), or that Moses already gave them (vv. 14, 15). While not an empha-
sis confined to this chapter (e.g., 2:9, 24), the prolific attention paid in
the introductory chapter to the land as divine gift is not without signif-
icance. It suggests that the successful penetration and occupation of
Canaan is the result of a donation rather than of a conquest. In fact,
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20 Handbook on the Historical Books

even to speak of the events in the first half of Joshua as a “conquest”
may be a misnomer. Gift gives the credit to God; conquest gives the
credit to humans.

The longest of the four speeches is that of Yahweh to Joshua (1:2–9).
It is composed of two different, but complementary, emphases: first,
God’s guaranteed promises to Joshua (vv. 2–5), and second, Yahweh’s
encouraging word and torah word to Joshua (vv. 6–9). In the first part
God speaks to Joshua about God (the verbs are mostly in the indicative
mood, future tense), while in the second part God speaks to Joshua
about Joshua (the verbs are mostly in the imperative mood). This shift
from indicative (what God promises to do) to imperative (what Joshua
must do) parallels the same structural movement in the last chapter of
Joshua: 24:1–13, what God has done (verbs in the indicative mood, past
tense); 24:14–15, what the people must do (verbs in the imperative
mood).

Thus, the three elements here are (1) description of the task (v. 2),
(2) an assistance formula (vv. 3–5, 9), and (3) an encouragement for-
mula (vv. 6–8). Taken together, these three elements constitute a genre
of literature throughout Joshua through Chronicles known as an “in-
stallation genre” (Porter 1970: 102–32; McCarthy 1990: 31–41).

In a book whose first half is devoted to a narration of matters heavily
militaristic, it is interesting that Yahweh’s commissioning of Joshua is
so decidedly unmilitaristic—not a word about military strategy. The
bulk of the second half of Yahweh’s message to Joshua is always to
keep before him the torah of Moses, and walk in its teachings. Nothing
here indicates that Yahweh has an additional word for Joshua that he
had not revealed to Moses. On the contrary, for Joshua, the torah of
Moses assumes “the normative role of a closed corpus of divine law”
(Childs 1979: 245).

The two speeches of Joshua that follow (vv. 11, 13–15), by virtue of
their content, are the functional equivalent of what Genesis said of
Abram after he received promises from God: “And he [Abram] believed
Yahweh” (Gen. 15:6a). It could be said of the Joshua who speaks in ch.
1 that “Joshua believed Yahweh.”

Just as Josh. 1:3–5a (God speaking to Joshua) = Deut. 11:24–25
(Moses speaking to Israel), so the third speech here (1:12–15) has many
affinities with Deut. 3:18–20. Both are speeches to the two and one-half
Transjordanian tribes, and both distinguish between the land east of
the Jordan as gift and the land west of the Jordan as gift. Sometimes
God is the donor, and sometimes Moses is the donor. But in both
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Joshua 21

speeches the emphasis is first on Yahweh’s gift, then Moses’ gift (Polzin
1980: 78–79).

In the final speech (vv. 16–18), representatives of these tribes pledge
faithfulness to Joshua, and that they will be as supportive of him as
they were of Moses. With the transition, Joshua need not fear any dim-
inution of commitment. That would help maintain the confidence of a
new leader of a congregation that has recently lost its shepherd of four
decades.

B. 2:1–24. Apparently acting on his own, Joshua, himself a former
scout (Numbers 13–14), sends out two spies clandestinely to gather tac-
tical information about Jericho. These two spies, who are never identi-
fied by name, are called “men” by both the narrator (2:1; 6:22) and the
king of Jericho (2:3). They are also labeled “young men” (

 

ne<arim) in
6:23. This latter term more than likely does not emphasize the age of
the spies (Joshua sent out two lads/youths), but rather their military
function as part of Joshua’s entourage.

Two points of interest emerge from the first half of v. 1. The first is
the information that Joshua dispatched the two scouts from Shittim,
Israel’s last stop in the wilderness wanderings. The ancient site has not
yet been identified by archaeologists, but according to the first-century
A.D. Jewish historian Josephus (Antiquities 5.1) it is located sixty stadia
(approximately seven miles) from the Jordan. Numbers 25:1–3 informs
us that it was at Shittim that the Israelites “played the harlot” (zanah)
with the women of Moab. And, of course, from Shittim (“Harlotville”)
the two Hebrew spies will spend their time in Jericho in the house of a
harlot (zonah).

A second item of interest is how one evaluates Joshua’s decision to
scout out Jericho, presumably to bring back vital information about
the walled city’s vulnerability, or lack thereof, to siege. His action may
be judged negatively as a lack of trust in the word of God. That is, why
does a targeted city need to be scouted when (in the preceding chapter)
Yahweh has given almost unconditional guarantees of success (e.g.,

Deut. 3:18–20 Josh. 1:13–15

1. v. 18: God gives Transjordan v. 13: God gives Transjordan

2. v. 19: Moses (?) gives Transjordan v. 14: Moses gives Transjordan

3. v. 20a: God gives Cisjordan v. 15a: God gives Cisjordan

4. v. 20b: Moses (?) gives Transjordan v. 15b: Moses gives Transjordan
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“no man shall be able to stand before you”)? Or, his action may be
judged positively. That is, the promises of God do not negate human re-
sponsibility; rather, they advance it along the lines of “faith without
works is dead.”

The two spies lodge in the house of Rahab. Some evidence suggests
that zonah describes Rahab as an innkeeper/hostess rather than as a
prostitute (Wiseman 1964). The source of this idea is in (1) the Jewish
Targum’s rendering of zonah in Joshua 2 as pundeqita, derived from
the Greek verb pandokeuein, “to keep an inn” (an interpretation en-
dorsed by Josephus [Antiquities 5.7–8]), and (2) the (implausible) con-
nection of zonah with mazon, “food.” It is preferable, however, to retain
the traditional understanding of zonah as “prostitute,” and think that
Aramaic “innkeeper” for Hebrew “prostitute” is either a euphemism or
a double entendre that connects bars or inns with places where harlots
could be found (Cohen 1971: 114).

Whether intentionally or unintentionally, the spies’ decision to stay
at the house of a prostitute works to their advantage. It provides them
with cover. It provides them with access to intelligence information
(harlots will be more sympathetic to outsiders and guard the privacy of
their “guests”).

Throughout the narrative Rahab shines as an exemplary individual,
especially when she is contrasted with the two male spies, who may be
characterized as “two incompetent buffoons” (Zakovitch 1990: 96), or
“a singularly incompetent set of spies” (McCarthy 1971: 173).

As a woman who outwits a man or a group of men (the king of Jeri-
cho and his posse), she parallels the likes of the midwives who duped
the pharaoh about the alacrity of the birth of Hebrew boy babies (Exod.
1:15–19), or Rachel, who tricked her father, Laban, into believing that
it was the flow of her menstrual period that prevented her from rising
and thus exposing the concealed household gods (Gen. 31:35). As a
woman who saves a man (or men) from other men, she parallels the
likes of Michal, who saved David from Saul by means of her own ruse
(1 Sam. 19:11–17), or the unnamed woman who hides the pro-David
Jonathan and Ahimaaz, who are being hunted by some pro-Absalom
agents (2 Sam. 17:15–20).

Possibly the best parallel to this event is that recorded in Genesis 19,
the Sodom story. Both stories focus on the night (Gen. 19:1, “in the
evening”; 19:2, “spend the night” [2x]; 19:4, “before they lay down”;
19:5, “tonight”; 19:33, “that night”; Josh. 2:1, “and lodged there”; 2:2,
“tonight”; 2:5, “when the gate was to be closed at dark”; 2:7, “the gate
was shut”; 2:8, “before they lay down”). In both stories two mal,akim
(messengers/angels) approach a city that is destined to be destroyed,
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with only one individual and his or her family to be spared (Gen. 19:1;
Josh. 6:17, 25). At first the messengers who come to Lot offer to spend
the night outside “in the street” (Gen. 19:2), the Hebrew word for which
is rekhov, very close in spelling to Rahab’s name, rakhav. But the con-
trast between Lot and Rahab cannot be missed. Throughout the narra-
tive Lot is hesitant, bungling, unsure of himself, and not taken seri-
ously by some family members. Rahab, on the other hand, is
aggressive, a take-charge person, an individual of faith. Her faith is her
salvation. God’s remembrance of Abraham is Lot’s salvation (Gen.
19:29) (Fields 1992: 21–26; Hawk 1991: 64–65).

Rahab does not do what she does because she is impressed with the
spies. Rather, her awe is with the Lord of the spies. Her stunning and
testimonial words in v. 9 recall, in chiastic fashion, a portion of Moses’
and Israel’s doxological song to Yahweh after deliverance at the sea:

Although the word “covenant” does not appear in ch. 2, the arrange-
ment she exacts from the spies is essentially that (Campbell 1972: 243–
44). The exchange includes (1) a preamble, “for the Lord your God
is . . .” (v. 11); (2) a prologue, “we have heard . . .” (vv. 9–11); (3) stipu-
lations, “swear to me . . .” (by Rahab, vv. 12–13), “you shall . . .” (by the
spies, vv. 18–20); (4) sanctions, salvation for Rahab’s family if they keep
the oath (vv. 18–20); (5) an oath (vv. 14–17); (6) and a sign (vv. 18, 21),
the scarlet cord hung in her window.

The spies seem to have forgotten Moses’ earlier warnings about not
making covenants with or showing any mercy to indigenous peoples
when Israel enters the land (Deut. 7:1–5; 20:16–18). No exceptions! But
may justice ever be tempered by mercy? It would appear in numerous
places of the Old Testament, especially Deuteronomy, that if pure jus-
tice alone rules the day, then Israel, because of their sins, should never
have inherited the land. Nevertheless, God gives Israel the land because
of (1) his promissory, conditional convenant; (2) the wickedness of the
nations; and (3) his promise to that effect to Israel’s founding fathers
and mothers. The exact same three factors are here: (1) the spies make
such a promise to Rahab; (2) in transgressing God’s law, Israel demon-
strates wickedness; (3) Rahab’s family is saved only because of a prom-

Exod. 15:15–16 Josh. 2:9

all the inhabitants of Canaan have 
melted away.

The fear of you has fallen upon us.

Terror and dread fall on them. All the inhabitants of the land melt away 
before you.
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ise made to Rahab. Thus, in many ways Rahab is a microcosm of the
macrocosm Israel (Polzin 1980: 86–90).

Subsequent religious traditions never speak of Rahab pejoratively,
and condemn her neither for her métier nor for her act of deception
perpetrated on her king. On the contrary, in Christian biblical tradition
she is an ancestress of Messiah (Matt. 1:5), is one of only two women
to be included in Hebrews’ who’s who of the old covenant faithful (Heb.
11:31), and has the privilege of being the only one whom James couples
with Abraham to show faith and works operating in tandem (James
2:21–25). Similarly in Jewish tradition, specifically in Megillah 14b
(Megillah is the tenth treatise/tractate in the section of the Mishnah
known as “Moed/Festivals”), we read that Rahab married Joshua after
she became a proselyte, and became the ancestress of eight prophets
who were priests, two of whom were the prophet Jeremiah and his con-
temporary, the prophetess Huldah. And in 15a of the same tractate
Rahab is listed with Sarah, Abigail, and Esther as one of “four women
of surpassing beauty in the world.” Like Robin Hood among outlaws,
Rahab is “an antitype of the dominant image: a whore with a heart of
gold” (Bird 1989: 131).

C. 3:1–4:24. For a second time the Israelites encounter a “water haz-
ard” on their trek from Egypt to Canaan. The difference between the
Re(e)d Sea and the Jordan River is that the former represents an exit,
and the latter an entrance. The sea points to that territory to which they
must never return. The river points to that territory which lies before
them and toward which they must press. At the sea the enemy is behind
them; at the river the enemy is before them.

Israel’s responsibilities in this river crossing are amazingly mini-
mal—basically putting one foot in front of the other. There is, however,
one mandate they must follow right at the outset. In 3:5, Joshua tells
the people, “Sanctify yourselves, for tomorrow the Lord will do won-
ders among you.” The sequence is clear. Before God works marvelously
in the sight of Israel the people of God must sanctify themselves on the
preceding day. That exact sequence appears after Israel’s setback at Ai:
“Sanctify yourselves for tomorrow. . . . In the morning you shall come
forward tribe by tribe, and the tribe Yahweh takes. . . .” (Josh. 7:13, 14).

The same emphasis is present in the manna/quail story of Numbers.
God instructs Moses to say to his people, “Sanctify yourselves for to-
morrow, when you will eat meat” (Num. 11:18). Similarly, Job 1:5 re-
lates that it was the practice of Job to send a message to his children to
sanctify themselves. Then, rising early in the morning (of the next day),
Job would offer whole burnt offerings on their behalf. In a similar fash-
ion, Jacob tells his household to get rid of their alien gods to “purify”
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themselves (using tahar rather than qadash, as do the references
above), before going on to Bethel (presumably the next day) to build an
altar (Gen. 35:2–3).

In preparation for the theophany at Sinai, Yahweh instructs Moses,
“Go to the people and sanctify them today and tomorrow . . . for on the
third day Yahweh will come down on Mount Sinai in the sight of all the
people” (Exod. 19:10, 11). This passage focuses on laundering one’s
clothes and abstaining from normal sexual congress as evidences of con-
secration. But all of these passages contain the same emphasis: the pre-
condition for the descent of God and the moving of God in power and mir-
acle is that his people are fully consecrated to him and sufficiently holy.

There are differing ways of dividing the material in these two chap-
ters. One writer (Polzin 1980: 95) suggests the following:

An alternative is the following (Winther-Nielsen 1995: 175, 190):

Episode Event Reference

1. Israel journeys to/through/over the riverbed 3:1–17

2. Joshua sets up twelve stones beyond the river 4:1–8

3. Joshua sets up twelve more stones in the riverbed 4:9–14

4. Priests exit the river and the waters of the Jordan return 4:15–18

5. Twelve stones set up at Gilgal 4:19–5:1

Episode Event/Theme Reference

Stage March to the Jordan 3:1

1. Preparatory orders 3:2–5

2. Crossing orders 3:6–13

3. Descent (into the river) 3:14–17

4. Stone orders 4:1–10

5. Priests and ark cross while people look on 4:11–14

6. Ascent (from the river) 4:15–18

Closure Arrival of Gilgal 4:19–24
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A glance at most of the modern commentaries on Joshua (especially
that of Soggin) reveals that their writers fail to discern any internal
unity in these two chapters. What they do discern is disarray, inconsis-
tencies, and the like. For example, is there one crossing or multiple
crossings of the Jordan? The language of 3:17 and 4:1 describes the
crossing as a fait accompli (“had finished crossing”). Yet, we find a sub-
sequent reference to the people and the priests crossing the river in
4:10–13, 18.

Or what about the memorial stones? First, standing by itself in 3:12,
is an instruction to Joshua to select twelve men from the twelve tribes,
with no purpose given for their selection. Then, after the crossing (4:1),
Joshua is instructed a second time to choose twelve men (4:2), this time
with the stated purpose that the twelve are to take up twelve stones
from the river’s dry bed and carry them to the spot where they will en-
camp for the night (4:3). Joshua does what he is supposed to do (4:4–
7), and the twelve do what they are supposed to do (4:8). Then, surpris-
ingly, we read in 4:9 that Joshua, without directives from Yahweh, sets
up twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan. Finally, we read in 4:20
that Joshua set up the twelve stones from the Jordan at Gilgal.

Such analyses have led many scholars to the conclusion that the ac-
count of the crossing of the Jordan is a conflation of stories written by
different people at different periods, possibly by someone living
around the time of King Josiah of Judah (late 600s B.C.), and frequently
dubbed the Deuteronomist1, and by someone else living after Josiah,
possibly during the days of the exile in Babylon, a writer called the
Deuteronomist2.

A closer reading of the text, however, reveals the unity of the narra-
tive. Thus, a literary analysis of the event suggests that in 3:1–4:14 the
emphasis is exclusively on the entourage “crossing over” the river. By
contrast, in 4:15–24 the emphasis is exclusively on the entourage “com-
ing up out of” the river. To match this emphasis on descent and ascent,
Joshua twice explains the significance of the stones. First (4:6–7) they
are a powerful stimulant, jogging Israel’s memory about their Lord and
his faithfulness and commitment to his people. Second (4:20–24), they
are a powerful object lesson to “all the peoples of the earth” (v. 24), that
they too might know the power of Yahweh’s hand.

What about the stones Joshua is said to have set up in the middle of
the Jordan (4:9)? There is no evidence to suggest that v. 9 is intrusive
in the text (Saydon 1950: 203). Perhaps Joshua is here acting autono-
mously, and without rebuke from Yahweh, as did the spies in the pre-
vious chapter when, on their own, they made a covenant with Rahab.
But this objection is raised: of what practical value would be an under-
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water memorial? This suggestion, by the way, is as old as the Septua-
gint, with its rendering of 4:9 as “Joshua set up twelve other stones” (al-
lous domdeka lithous).

Then again, the twelve stones of 4:9 may be the same as the twelve
stones of 4:8. This is brought out in the NIV rendering, which offers a
harmonized reading in the text proper (“Joshua set up the twelve
stones that had been in the middle of the Jordan”) and consigns the lit-
eral reading to a footnote (“Joshua also set up twelve stones”).

Prominent in these two chapters is the emphasis on the ark. It is
mentioned sixteen times: nine times in ch. 3 (vv. 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 14,
15, 17), and seven times in ch. 4 (vv. 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 16, 18). At the head
of this liturgical procession into the river is the ark, carried by the Ko-
hathite Levites (Num. 4:15). Like the pillar in wilderness days under
Moses, the ark functions as a symbol of God’s presence in the river
crossing and subsequent invasion under Joshua. That an item symbol-
izing the presence of God leads this procession means, in effect, that
God gets to Israel’s problem before Israel gets to the problem.

A further connection between the deliverance under Moses and
Joshua’s leadership here is the reference to “dry land” that is experi-
enced both times. Interestingly, the Hebrew uses two different words
for the dry land through which Israel under Moses traversed—khara-
vah (Exod. 14:21) and yabbashah (Exod. 14:22). Those same two words,
in the same order, are used for “dry land” in Josh. 4:18 and 4:22 (Coats
1985: 143).

We learn in 3:15 and 4:18 that the time God led Israel across the Jor-
dan was at “flood stage during the harvest” (i.e., sometime in the
spring; cf. 4:19). This piece of information says something about God,
and it says something about appropriate strategy. God stems the river’s
flow not in the middle of a summer drought, but just when spring snow
melts off in the highlands to the north, swells the breadth and depth of
the Jordan, and increases its currents. And strategically, crossing the
river at floodstage would catch the peoples living on the river’s other
side more off guard and unprepared than they would be in the hot, dry
season, when the Jordan would be shallow enough to cross, at least in
places, by fording. (For rivers that could be waded through, see Gen.
32:22 and Josh. 2:7.)

D. 5:1–15. In 5:1 is a description of the responses of the kings of the
Amorites and of the Canaanites of the Cisjordan upon hearing the news
that Yahweh had dried up the Jordan, thus enabling the Hebrews to
cross over. In language remarkably similar to that of Rahab earlier
(2:10–11), we read that “their hearts melted and there was no longer
any spirit in them.” On both occasions it is the hearing of what God has
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done for and among his people that motivates the response. Other oc-
casions in the book of Joshua show where “hearing” leads, rather, to
belligerence against Israel (9:1–2; 10:1–5; 11:1–5) or tricking Israel
(9:3–27). Thus, the nations have the choice between two responses to
the presence of Israel in their midst: submission or resistance. Those
are precisely the same two choices that Yahweh and his word place be-
fore Israel.

Three items of interest follow. First, Joshua circumcises the people
of Israel, that is, those who had been born after the exodus from Egypt
(vv. 2–9). Second, Passover is observed (vv. 10–11). Third, the manna
ceases (v. 12). These are interesting preparations for battle and engag-
ing the enemy! First, at a time when they will need all of their maxi-
mum physical strength, the fighting men are subjected to the pain that
comes with circumcision later in life (see v. 8)—any fighting will be
postoperative. Second, at a time when the focus is on the future, the
Passover celebration places the focus on the past. Third, at a time when
rations may be all that is available, God cuts off the food supply!

It was, of course, imperative that circumcision (vv. 2–9) precede
Passover observance (vv. 10–11). The regulation is that the uncircum-
cised may not participate in the Passover (Exod. 12:43–49). But cir-
cumcision functions here more than merely as a prelude or a prerequi-
site. It is vital at this point to demonstrate that Israel belongs to
Yahweh and not to Egypt. They are not pharaoh’s property. All of this
takes place after the Jordan is crossed, at a site on the west bank of the
river, and after God has displayed his power. In fact, the name Gilgal
is connected with the fact that here God “rolled away [galloti] the re-
proach of Egypt” from the Israelites (v. 9). The Hebrew word for “re-
proach” (kherpah) refers frequently to verbal abuse, and hence covers
words like “taunt, slander, insult, shame” (e.g., 1 Sam. 17:26; 25:39; Ps.
15:3; 69:20). The word kherpah refers to the devastating destruction of
someone by speech, and here must refer to the degrading insults
heaped on the first generation Israelites by the Egyptians. Now, God
has liberated his people from the tragic and lingering effects of such
abuse. He has not only taken Israel out of Egypt, but now takes Egypt
out of Israel.

It is not a mystery why, on the day after Passover and eating for the
first time, the produce of the land (the manna) should cease (v. 12). It
is now time for Israel to take responsibility for their own life. Freedom
means responsibility and a cutting away of some props heretofore
vital—much as a parent who, teaching a child to ride a two-wheel bicy-
cle, knows a day must come when the training wheels have to come off;
or a flight instructor says to a student pilot, “Take it up yourself.”
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The chapter concludes with the sudden appearance of a “man” to
Joshua who shortly identifies himself as commander of Yahweh’s
forces (vv. 13–15). God’s presence is revealed in Scripture sometimes
through theophany and epiphany. These two words, though related,
are distinct. The first, “theophany” (from Greek, theophaneia, “mani-
festation of God/deity”), refers to a revelation of God that includes a
spectacular display of awesome power, usually in a natural cataclysm,
such as God’s destruction of Sodom (Genesis 19), or God’s revelation
in the burning bush (Exodus 3), or his descent in fire and smoke on
Sinai (Exodus 19). By contrast, “epiphany” (from Greek, epiphaneia,
“manifestation, revelation”) need not be spectacular or include natural
phenomena. Thus, God’s appearance to Joshua in 1:1–9 falls into the
category of epiphany, while the commander’s appearance to Joshua in
5:13–15 falls into the category of theophany.

The man is as mysterious to Joshua as was the man whom Jacob en-
countered, also by a river. Jacob’s question to the man, “What is your
name?” (Gen. 32:29), matches Joshua’s question, “Are you for us or for
our adversaries?” (v. 13). The man’s “Why is it that you ask my name?”
(Gen. 32:29) to Jacob matches the “No” (v. 14) to Joshua (i.e., the man
has not come to take sides, but to take over).

An even closer parallel to an earlier event is God’s word to Moses and
Joshua to remove their shoes because the ground on which they stand
is holy (Exod. 3:5; Josh. 5:15). The command to remove one’s shoes
may reflect either that sandals, because of the impurity deriving from
the hide of a carcass, were taken off before entering the sacred sanctu-
ary, hence contributing to the idea that the priests ministered bare-
footed before Yahweh, or that shoes are symbols of power, dignity, and
ownership (Brichto 1969: 225–26), symbols that must now be removed
and placed at the feet of one greater than Joshua. Apart from the shoe
removal, another parallel is the timing of the two incidents. Both occur
at the threshold of a crucial mission: for Moses, leading his people from
Egypt; for Joshua, leading his people into Canaan.

Interestingly, the Hebrew word for “remove” (nashal) in Exod. 3:5
and Josh. 5:15 is used again transitively in Deut. 7:1 to describe Yah-
weh’s removal of the nations (i.e., clear away, dislodge) when Israel en-
ters the land. The one whom God will use to remove the nations first
must remove his own sandals.

This introductory section of Joshua, chs. 1–5, is bracketed by direct
revelations to Joshua, which are designed not only to encourage
Joshua, but also to remind Joshua that the battle really is Yahweh’s
(1:1–9; 5:13–15).
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One might appropriate these final three verses of ch. 5 by reflecting
on these three ideas:

1. Look at Jericho, and see your problem.
2. Look at Jesus, and see God’s provision.
3. Look at Joshua, and see your position (“fell, worshiped”).

2. Entry into Canaan-land (6:1–12:24)

A. 6:1–27. From their camp at Gilgal just to the west of the Jor-
dan, the Israelites are instructed by Joshua, who is instructed by
Yahweh, to march against Jericho. As in Moses’ era, Yahweh does
not speak directly to his people, but only through his chosen medi-
ator. The strategy is clear enough. For six consecutive days one cir-
cuit is to be made around Jericho’s perimeter per diem. Those who
are to make the march fall into three different groups: (1) an ad-
vanced military unit (khaluts), (2) seven priests with seven trumpets
in front of the ark, and (3) a military rearguard (me,assef ). (This
form of military deployment [vanguard-middle-rearguard] is re-
flected in Isa. 52:12, which speaks of Yahweh’s position to Israel
thus: “for Yahweh will go before you, and the God of Israel will be
your rearguard [me,assifkem].”)

The armed groups are to do nothing but promenade. The seven
priests, however, are to blow their trumpets. Everybody else is to be si-
lent. On the seventh day the entourage is to make seven circuits around
the city. Following a signal from Joshua on this seventh day, the people
are to raise a shout, a war cry. Thereafter, the walls of Jericho will col-
lapse, permitting the Israelites to enter the city and gain victory over
the Jerichoites, exempting only Rahab and her family from devastating
punishment.

If, as we saw in Joshua 5, it was odd that, on the eve of battle, would-
be soldiers are subjected to painful circumcision and God puts a halt
to the food supply, is not the strategy given to Israel for laying siege to
Jericho equally strange? Simply circumambulating the targeted city
for a week! In fact, one might argue that Joshua 6 does not describe
military strategy at all—unless it be psychological warfare—but rather
a cultic event. The walls of Jericho will fall when the revealed ritual is
properly enacted and executed (Coats 1985: 148).

Accordingly, ch. 6 in no way accentuates the bravado or militarism
of Israel. What it does accentuate is the certainty of victory, and that
victory is only because of Yahweh’s promise to Joshua (v. 2), a promise
repeated by Joshua to his people (v. 16). On both occasions, God’s
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promise to do something in the imminent future is put in a Hebrew ver-
bal form that suggests it has already happened: “I have given Jericho
into your hand”; “Yahweh has given you the city.” Exactly the same
phenomenon is present in 1:3 (“I have given to you”) and 2:24. Hebrew
grammarians have various names for this use of the perfect tense: a
perfect of certitude, a perfective of confidence, a perfective future—a
means of expressing a vivid future when the action is considered “as
good as done.” God’s promissory word is “as good as done.”

The divisions are clear enough:

Introduction, 5:13–15: Joshua falls before Yahweh’s commander
Episode One, 6:1–5: Yahweh’s word about how Jericho will fall be-

fore Joshua
Episode Two, 6:6–11: seven circuits around Jericho on day one
Episode Three, 6:12–14: circuits around Jericho for days two

through six
Episode Four, 6:15–20a: seven circuits around Jericho on day seven
Episode Five, 6:20b–21: walls collapse, Jerichoites destroyed
Episode Six, 6:22–25: Rahab and her family spared
Conclusion, 6:26–27: Joshua’s imprecation and reputation

As in Joshua 4, a command-fulfillment emphasis extends through-
out the chapter (Culley 1984: 36; Niehaus 1988: 39–42):

Yahweh gives directives to Joshua (vv. 3–5).
Joshua transmits Yahweh’s directives to Israel (v. 7).
Israel implements those directives (vv. 8–9).

Joshua gives directives to Israel—no shouting (v. 10).
Joshua instructs Israel when to shout (v. 16).
Israel shouts (v. 20).

Joshua instructs Israel to destroy Jericho (v. 17a).
Joshua instructs Israel to destroy also Jericho’s commodities (vv.

18–19).
Israel destroys Jericho and its commodities (v. 21).

Joshua instructs the people to spare Rahab (v. 17b).
Joshua instructs the two spies to spare Rahab (v. 22).
Rahab (and her house) is spared (vv. 24–25).
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This pattern suggests that throughout this event neither Joshua nor
any member of the procession walking around Jericho acts autono-
mously, especially the walkers. Only three individuals speak: God,
Joshua, and the narrator. Israel, or a portion thereof, marches, blows
trumpets, and shouts, but never does Israel talk. The emphasis, then, is
upon faithful implementation of orders received from a superior.
Other matters of interest are discussed minimally. For example, “The
great and colossal event that is the climax of the story, the fall of the
walls of Jericho, is reported in one very brief and unadorned statement
(v. 20b)” (Wilcoxen 1968: 49)—about a half dozen words in English,
and just two words in the Hebrew (wattippol hakhomah).

There is one word (appearing in both verbal and nominal form here)
that calls for extended comment: kharam (verb) and kherem (noun). In
v. 17 Joshua tells his people that Jericho and anything within it is to be
kherem (noun). In v. 18 Israel is told to keep herself away from those
things that are kherem (noun) lest Israel be “kharamed” (verb). Verse
21 then states that Israel “kharamed” Jericho. There is no consensus on
how to render kharam/kherem into the best English equivalent, or
whether or not it should always be translated the same way. A look at
some modern versions illustrates the diversity of choices.

kherem (6:17) kherem (6:18) kharam (6:21)

KJV: be accursed the accursed thing utterly destroyed

NKJV: doomed to destruc-
tion

the accursed things utterly destroyed

RSV: be devoted for de-
struction

the things devoted to de-
struction

devoted to destruction

NRSV: be devoted for de-
struction

the things devoted to de-
struction

devoted to destruction

NAB: under the Lord’s ban anything that is under the 
ban

observed the ban

NEB: under solemn ban anything that is forbid-
den under the ban

destroyed everything

REB: under solemn ban anything that is forbid-
den under the ban

destroyed everything 
under the ban

JB: set apart under a ban the ban enforced the ban
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The most common translations for the noun are “things devoted for
destruction” and “the things under the ban,” while for the verb the
most common choices are “utterly destroy” and “put under the ban.”
Although we do not use the expression “under the ban” in current ver-
nacular, it is a meaningful term. One dictionary lists these definitions
for the noun “ban”: (1) ecclesiastical interdict, anathema, or excommu-
nication; (2) a curse, bringing evil, as from a supernatural power,
specif., a curse upon something devoted to destruction; (3) an impre-
cation; profane exclamation; malediction; (4) a prohibition made by
authority; an official interdict, sometimes involving a sentence of out-
lawry; (5) condemnation or prohibition, as by public opinion. Perhaps
the most curious of all the above is the NIV’s choice of “[be] devoted.”
It is difficult for us to think of “devote” as meaning “to give something
over to God by totally destroying it,” especially when we recall New
Testament uses of “devote” such as “they devoted themselves to the
apostles’ teaching” (Acts 2:42).

The root kh-r-m appears about 80x in the OT, 29x as the noun
kherem and 51x as the verb kharam. The book of Joshua has more uses
of both the noun (13) and the verb (14) than any other Old Testament
book. And all but two of the twenty-seven Joshua references (2:10;
22:20, which refers back to ch. 7) fall within chs. 6–11. The book with
the second most occurrences after Joshua’s twenty-seven is Deuteron-
omy’s ten (8x for the verb: 2:34; 3:6 [2x]; 7:2 [2x]; 13:16; 20:17 [2x]; 2x
for the noun: 7:26; 13:18). I mention the book with the third highest
number of occurrences, First Samuel, only because all eight occur in
its fifteenth chapter, which relates Saul and Samuel’s slaying of the

NJB: devoted under the 
curse of destruction

the curse of destruction enforced the curse of 
destruction

NAS: under the ban the things under the ban utterly destroyed

NIV: be devoted the devoted things devoted

TEV: be totally destroyed anything that is to be de-
stroyed

killed

Berkeley: a devoted por-
tion

the devoted portion destroyed everything as a 
devoted portion

Boling: under the ban something banned put everything under the 
ban

Butler: under the ban the banned goods set everything under the 
ban
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